Introduction and context. In quantum information theory, just as in its classical counterpart, operational capacities (of information transmission over channels, of state distillation or preparation procedures, and the like) are most naturally expressed in terms of (von Neumann) entropies S(ρ) = − Tr ρ log ρ [6] . Usually the formulas involve optimisation of the entropic quantity in question over finitely many parameters; examples include the entanglement of formation of a bipartite state [5] , the so-called Holevo capacity of a quantum channel [9] , or the minimum output entropy of a channel [3] .
Since we are dealing with an asymptotic theory of information -in the simplest case, this means looking at many independent realisations of the state or channel under considerationsthe natural and imminently important question arises, if these quantities are extensive; in information theory, this is the additivity problem, which asks if quantities like entanglement of formation, Holevo capacity, minimum output entropy, etc. are additive under tensor products. While all these conjectures remain open to date, interestingly, Shor [15] has shown that the three mentioned are actually equivalent. See [10] for a general exposition, and pointers to the literature. Here, we will deal with a related conjecture, on minimum output Rényi entropies, and exhibit counterexamples for all Rényi parameters p > 2.
The conjecture. For quantum channels N (i.e., completely positive, trace preserving [cptp] maps between -finite -quantum systems) one considers the maximum output p-norm (p > 1),
where the maximum is over all normalised positive semidefinite density operators, and X p = (Tr |X| p ) 1/p is the operator p-norm. W.l.o.g. the maximisation may be restricted to pure states ρ = |ψ ψ|. In conjunction with the conjectured additivity of the minimum output entropy of the channel, it has been conjectured that ν p is multiplicative for p > 1 [3] :
Indeed, this multiplicativity for p sufficiently close to 1 would imply the additivity of the minimum output entropy of the channel, and hence [15] the other "standard" additivity conjectures of quantum information theory. An easy way of making this link is to consider Rényi p-entropy, S p (ρ) = 1 1−p log Tr ρ p , instead of the p-purity Tr ρ p . Clearly then, the minimum output p-entropy of the channel is p 1−p log ν p (N ), turning multiplicativity into additivity. To finish the argument, all that is needed is the observation that lim p→1 S p (ρ) = S(ρ).
From the elementary multiplicativity of the p-norm itself, the inequality "≥" in (2) is trivial, so the question is always if "≤" holds. Now, Holevo and Werner [11] have shown that (2) cannot hold universally: there is a channel N HW which provides a counterexample for p > 4.79, in the sense that for all such p,
On the other hand, King and Ruskai have argued [14] that (2) should still hold true for 1 < p ≤ 2. Incidentally, for the Holevo-Werner channel N HW , and a whole class containing it, multiplicativity has indeed been shown for 1 < p ≤ 2 and arbitrary number of tensor factors [1] . This poses the natural problem of constructing counterexamples to (2) for all p > 2. In the rest of the paper, we show that approximately randomising channels [8] provide exactly that.
Random unitary channels. These are channels of the form
with unitaries V i of the underlying d-dimensional Hilbert space (More generally, one could allow variable probability weights for different V i , but we won't need that here.) Following [8] , we call N ǫ-randomising, if
There, it is shown that for 0 < ǫ < 1, ǫ-randomising channels exist in all dimensions d > 
where in the third line we have invoked the U ⊗ U -invariance of Φ d , for all n occurrences of i = j. 
Main result. Now fix any 0 < ǫ < 1, and a family of ǫ-randomising maps N for all sufficiently large dimensions d and n = O(d log d) as above. Then, for any p > 2 and sufficiently large d,
by Lemmas 1 and 2, and since 2 − 2/p > 1. I.e., for this family of channels, the maximum output p-norm is strictly supermultiplicative, eventually. ⊓ ⊔ Discussion. The counterexamples to the multiplicativity of the output p-norm for p > 2 provided here are interesting in that they are random unitary channels, which are among the simplest truly quantum maps -in fact, the first proofs of multiplicativity for unital qubit channels [12] and depolarising channels [13] relied on this kind of channel structure. Indeed, unital qubit channels are always random unitary channels (that is our case with d = 2), and King [12] shows multiplicativity for such channels at all p > 1 -there is no conflict with our result here, as the bound on n becomes better than d 2 only for rather large dimension d.
We observe, furthermore, that p = 2 is indeed the limit of validity of the counterexample(s), since n ≥ d for any ǫ-randomising map.
Note, however, that in the condition of ǫ-randomisation, it is not so crucial to have ǫ small: looking at the above argument, we see that indeed any constant, or even any mildly (say, polylogarithmically), in d, growing ǫ will do. Still, it seems that we have to rely on the strong randomisation via Haar measure unitaries from [8] : all other, more or less explicit, constructions (by Ambainis and Smith [2] or via iterated quantum expander maps [4, 7] ) only give us bounds in the 2-norm, which do imply bounds on the output p-norm but they are too weak for the present purpose. As a consequence, we don't have any explicit counterexamples, but really only a proof of their existence -it remains as an open problem to "derandomise" our argument.
Note added. Since the posting of this work on the arXiv, Patrick Hayden (arXiv:0707.3291) has shown how to extend the range of the counterexamples to all p > 1. Interestingly, as p gets closer to 1, the dimension of the output has to grow to infinity for a violation to occur, so the original additivity conjecture (at p = 1) is still left intact. This dramatic finding now focusses the attention on the question of the multiplicativity of the minimum output p-norm for 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.
